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READING MEDlEY AL STU:JIES 
Beroul the Minstrel 
This study makes no :Jttempt to examine Befoul's R01'lOnce of Tristran 
from the point of view of linguistics, nor is it 0 detailed consideratio.""I of the 
derivation and development of the plot of the story. Such studies have been 
published by experts in tho;e p:nticular fields and can be consulted by those 
for who" they ore of special interest. 
The present study is an attempt to fe-assess the poem in its twel fth-
century context sa that the reader may be able to visu:l1 ise the story as the 
author conceived it and as it wO'Jld have been received by its contemporary 
audience, but it must not be considered as a comprehensive commentary on 
the poem. That would be impossible in the sp.Jce >:lvoiloble. It is merely a 
discussion on so:ne points raised by the text and on a few aspects of CO:1-
temporary Cornish history which may explain the stcxy. 
Beroul's romance belongs to the second half of the twel fth century 
when literacy was rare o'Jtside clerical circles and story-telling for secular 
entertainment was largely in the hands of minstrels. The te rm 'minstrel' 
has been loosely used to cover a wide range of persons. Some were from the 
upper classes, men who, for a variety of reasons of health, wealth, 0 :- tempera-
ment, preferred the role of entertainer to the more usual profession of knight-
at--arms, and who travelled from one baronial home to :mother, bringing news 
and entertainment to brighten the 10"'\3 dark hours of winter . At the other end 
of the social scale there were the coarse but quick-witted jon3leurs, often 
accompanied by doncers or acrobats, who cO'Jld entertain the peasants on the 
village green or stage a show at the local foir . There were 0150 ,:)thers, more 
sedentary by nature, who sought a post attached to a royal or baronial court, 
whose task it was to co"'pose works 0'1 themes suggested by the ir p:Jtro.,s. 
In considering B~roul's poem it is impartant to iemember that it was 
almost certainly intend·ed fo:- oral recitation, delivered in successive perio:h 
over quite a long time. The poet makes frequent appeals to l,is audience for 
their sympathy with the hero ,:;>r condemnation of the villains. Moreover, a 
minstrel h:ld to :ope with the problem of an audience which might vary from 
one evening to another, or with the imp:fct of speciol occasions . 
There seem to ':Ie at least two instances where Bero'Jl has bro~<en his 
narrative in order to interpolate on episode ad:lpted for some special event. 
The first occurs just after Iseut and Tristron have escaped from the leper bond 
and have reached the forest. Beroul interpolates the episode of the dwarf 
Frocin and his betrayal of the secret that King Mark is afflicted by the 
p05session of a pair of horses' ears. It is a farcical incident, 1 unique to 
this version of the Tristron legend, akin to the folklore 'Midas' tale of Mark 
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po?ulor in Wales and :3rittany. One con o.""lly suggest that it is introduced 
;)ec~;Jse the occosio· ... was one of those feasts such as Christmastide, when :J 
recital of the hardships and sorrows of the exiled lovers m'ight be considered 
too sombre; or, possibly, a time when on important but youthful guest was 
expected. 
The seco.,d instonce is the disproportionate amount of attention th:.t 
is given to the adventures of Tristran's hO'Jnd, Husdent, its escape from capti-
vityat lancien, its trockin3 of Tristran's Right, the reunion in the forest, 
del ightfully told, T ristran IS onx iety that its barking w ill betray the fug itives, 
and the de tailed 'Jccount of the way in which the hound wos trained to hunt 
in silence. 2 The loving care with which the scenes ore worked O'Jt would 
be justified if the recitotio.'1 took place CIt the ~'o~e of some large hunting 
party. The su!:>ject was one that might hope to catch the interest of tired 
men :md to provo'<e a spirited discussion of alternative methods of d<>3-
troining~ 
For itinerant minstrels such 'as Beroul, flexibility in the presentation 
of a story was a necessary gift and a quick-moving plot with little or no 
philO'iophisin3 but plenty of vivid detail was needed. If it could be spiced 
with a compliment to the host, or a reference to .orne rec003nisobie place-
name, so much the better . This, of course, meant that a tale might have to 
be revamped to meet local cO'1ditions and the re-shaping might leave loose 
ends of a plot and 0 danger of inconsistency in the treatment of some incidents. 
Those critics who accuse Bera~1 of carelessness in such matters are forgetting 
the difference ~etween the skill of a minstrel and that of a poet preparing his 
wa"k for issue as a written ':>00'<. 
In his third edition of Bero;JI's Tristran, Muret makes the significant 
point that the frogment of the po2m which survives is not a 'fair' copy, 3 but 
is rather 'un ':lrauillan de I'exemplaire qui servait ~ 10 fois ~ la cam~ition 
et ~ la recitation du ra'1lOn' . Such::l copy might easily contain certain 
passages for interpalatio.'1 on ipecial occasions which the minstrel would pion 
either to integrate smoothly into the finished whole, or omit in the finJI re-
daction. 
We do not know whether the performance followed the text exactly 
as we have it written. It is more th~n likely that some of the incons istencies 
were 'ironed O;Jt' in the actual recital. For instance, much has been :node 
of the kill in; of one of the wicked barons early in the adventures of Tristran 
and Iseut in the forest, 4 on incident ending with 0 grisly ioke when Governal, 
Tristran's tuto!' and comp:mion, hangs the decapitated head in the fork of a 
tree so ~h:lt it confro~ts the lovers as they wake. later on, Bero;JI seems to 
forget this incident and introduces all three of the boro,."s, alive and energetic~ 
oily harassing King MJrk with the oim of tropping Iseut into 0 trial by ordeal . 
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It seems no· o~ all improb~ble that when it COl1e to the reCital, B~roul had 
second thoughts about the e;]rlier incident, Dnd decided to Q·"it it but d id no· 
bother to d~lete it from the MS.; possibly he thought it might be useful on 
some other occos ;0;"1. 
Nothing is known about Bf!roul the m:m. Arguments drO"Nn from in-
ternJI evidence led to conflicti"'J conclusions as to ""is n:Jtio:1:llity and the 
probable dote of his po~;n. These -3re :.lsefully summarised by Ewert in the 
introduction to his commentary. 5 The general consemus of modern opinion 
suggests th:Jt Beroul was a Norman, probably from the south of the province. 
As 0 minstrel he would have travelled and he betrays so;ne kno'NleoJe of 
Carh.lix in Brittany. 
Nothing precise is known about the d'Jte of B~roul's Co:Jreer but he 
seems to hove been active during the last q1Jorter of the twelfth century. T 0-
wards the end of the poem":) spy m:Jkes a reference to MJlpertuis, 6 the lair 
of the fo)( in the Roman de ~enart which 'NOS co:-npo:;ed :Jbout 1180, which 
indico:Jtes th·,t Bflo~~ work could not hove been earlier th:Jn th:Jt. On the 
other hond, if we accept Tristran's remark that his disfigured hands, when he 
was po:; ing as a leper, were the resul t of the m::J1 d ' Ac.re, 7 ne appe.:Jrs to be 
referring to the epidemic which :Jfflicted the CrusoJ,;;:;-ot the siege of Acre 
in 1190 -Jnd 1191, which suggests th.Jt Bfloroul was writin~ at least until the 
end of the century. This particular indicator is no· Qo3reed by ')11 critics as 
it rests 0.' on obscure p:JSsage . It is prob::Jbly safest to thin'< o. Bf!ro1J1 simply 
as living in the lost quarter of the twelfth century . 
When or where B~roul visited England has been :J :noHer for much 
d~bate but it is now widely accepted that he had sorne first-hond i<no"Nl ed,ge 
of Cornwall. He alludes to places in the north a,'ld ,~ost of En~land out shows 
no knowle~e of the south-east . A minstrel, unless he 'Nos a :"on of substance, 
needed ::J patron. Again, in B~ro;JI's case, we have no direct evidence but 
one or two po~ible ;>ersol'ls can be sU9:;!ested and will be discussed . 
B~ro'Jl was almost certainly a c lericus thoi..l'3h not a priest. Nor does 
he seem to have been of a scholarly tempera;:;'~-nt though he ca" ~rin3 OiJt the 
taas of classical references when he thin~s they are required. Possibly he 
received his edJcaHon in one of the larger mon':lstic schools where, in some 
instances, po~try W::JS beind cultivated. One wonders whether he 'NOS a pupil 
at the Abbey of St Evro'Jl in Ouche, Normandy. Ai the end of the fprden 
scene 'Nith Ise:;t e::Jrly in the surviving section of the poem, Tristron is left in 
a state of desp':lir with every expectation th ,)~ King Mark will exile him, 
leaving him without money or arms 8 or co"'p:m ions except fo!' Governal . In 
a fit of despond:nc)' Tristron le::!ns on the grey marble steps and invokes 
'be~u sire saint Evrol'. B~roul h':ld <J habit of identifying himself with the 
predicament of his characters and this is very much the lame:"lt of a 1o..,n9 rnon 
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rememberinJ the high ,opes of his yO'Jth and controsti"9 them with the bitter-
ness o~ the present. Alternatively, the nome may have been introdlJced to 
catch the interest of some distinguished A"\9lo-Norm-::m patron. No dedica-
tions to St. tvroul are known in England but the nome ·Nould be well known 
to the Norman-born nobil ity. Moreover, the abbey hod been under the 
spec iol patronoge of Roger Montgo:nery, Earl of Shrewsbury. 
The Romance is a skilled piece of work by ~ very individualistic 
writer with a keen eye for detail, an ':J?preciotion of colour and on imagina-
tion controlled by ~ firm grip on real ism. There ore times when he seems to 
i:le aiming ot the .... omen in his ooJdience - the patron's lady could :;Ie ::IS influ-
ential as her husband in the career of a minstrel - as when he lovin~ly des-
cribes the dress of grey-brown silk stitched with a fine gold thre::ld thot 
Iseut wore on her way to her threatened execution, and -'JY contrast her splen-
did new outfit when she come ~ack from the forest to be reCCh"1C iled .... ith Mark. 
This last episode has its om'-lsing side. We have !:leen told how the clothes 
of the lovers had been totn :md spo iled in the months spent in the forest and 
it is understand'lble th":Jt the hermit Ogrin, with whom they were stoyifllJ while 
...... ':liting for Mark's reply, should seek to aive Iseut the reassurance of ne·N 
clothes. B~ro:J1 tells how the old man rode to the fair at the MO.Jnt - that is, 
St. Mich:1el's Mount. where the morkets were famous - and bought quantities 
of material, furs and silks, ese,Jrl at which was a costly woollen cloth not 
necessarily sC<Jrlet, and ch.:Iinsil;hich was fine linen. Iseut hod barely two 
d'Jlfs to ..... o.k on these, 1 (J and she !-lad no maid with her. Yet ()I"l the doy set 
by Mark, she ..... os able to :-ide to meet him in all the glory of a bliolJt (0 fitted 
silk rooe .,yith w ide sleeves) over which she wore a rich tunic on~-;;;-antle of 
scarlet. She must have been Q fast workeri did the ladies in the audience 
qJiz the minstrel after that sessio.,? 
Men's clothes seem to have held less interest for B~roul and about 
Tristran on that occasion we are only told that he wore his coat af mail under 
his tunic as a precaution against Mark's possible treachery. Plenty of detail 
is given when Tristran is disguised as a leper and when he and Governal toke 
steps to conceal their identity before the jousts at the gathering for Iseut's 
trial . All descriptions are treated in a real istic way and tally with what we 
know of late twelfth-century costumes. 
B~roul's realism is an important characteristic and it leads him to 
make significant modifications to the traditional story. Re::llising that the 
wind-swept headland of Tintagel did not suit the story of the lovers' meetings 
in the garden with its pool under the pine tree, B~roul devised a second resi-
dence for MlJrk, the 'palace' at Lancien set on the wooded slopes above the 
Feweyestuary. His use of the term 'P"Jlace' is precise and his audience 
wou ld have understood just what it meant. A castle was a fortress against 
enemies and residential requirements were secondary. Although the early 
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Norman motte-cnd-boiley castle with its wooden keep set on a high mound 
within the encircl ing palisade was making way for more elaborate stone-
built castles with a shell-keep and a centraJ courtyard, nevertheless the 
residential quarters were still cramped and every nobleman of wealth en-
deavoured to spend as much time as possible, when no Nor threatened, at 
manor houses or hunting lodges built in the countryside . These varied from 
simple structures comprising a hall and chamber with a detoched kitchen, to 
an elaborate arrangement of separate units loosely grouped within a palisade 
and ditch. 11 
ArI appreciation of this point is necessary to make sense of B~roul's 
description of the palace ot Laneien. For instance, he tells how the forester 
had to run ~ the steps to the great hall when he wanted to worn the king that 
the lavers had been found, but when Tristran visited the palace at night, he 
could reach up to the window-sill of the king's chamber which must hove been 
on a lower level than the hall. So, also, the queen's chamber must have been 
on the ground level. B~roul pictured the p'Jlais at Lancien as lying just out-
side the 'city' of Lancien very much as ·the palace of Beaumont stood close 
outside Oxford wa lls, but separated by a ditch and stream. 
When Tristran reached the palace to deliver his letter to Mlrk, he 
hears ties goites cornent l) merville', 12 which has been unhappily translated 
as 'the sentries sounded their horns loudly', suggesting that his entry has been 
discovered and making nonsense of his ability to reach the king's window. 
Here, however, the 'gaites' were the city watchmen whose duty it was to 
sound their horns at intervals to assure the citizens that they were on guard 
against fire and theft. Where the lord could offord the expense, it was 
customary to recruit musicians; it was their tuneful efforts that Tristran was 
admiring~ 
Unlike many other versions of the Tristran legend, Bhroul uses no 
fantosies such as the Grotto of Love or the Cave of Images . He tells of the 
world as he knows it. Though Husd€nt the hound is given to Iseut as her 
lover's p'Jrting gift and will be cherished by her for his sake, it is very much 
a flesh and blood animal and a hunter's valuable companion. This is quite 
unlike the fairy lap-dog, Petitcreiu, which the poet Gottfried von Strassburg 
describes 13 with its mony-coloured coot and a collar with a bell that soothed 
all sorrows. Nevertheless, Beroul was a man af his times and in the matter 
of Iseut's rings he shows his belief in the symbolism and potency of precious 
stones. When Mark surprises the lovers in the forest, asleep in their 
shelter, he slips from Iseut's finger the emerald ring thot he had given her and 
replaces it with one that she had given him. The inc40ent is subtly narrated. 
The ring slips off easily because Iseut had grown thin through the privations 
in the forest, but emeralds also signified chastity and she had lost that virtue . 
Similarly, the ring thot Iseut gives to Tristran at their p'Jrtin,g is set with 
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jasper which was considered on antidote to the poison of serpents and olso 
stounched bleeding. 14 Was Btlroul using deliberate irony in this choice of 
gemstones? In all versions of the legend Tristran died either from poison or 
from exhaustion from wounds. 
It is a thousand pities that we do not have 8&roul'5 own occo'Jnt of 
the contest with the Morholt and the fight with the dragon, although there 
ore references to both themes throughout that portion of the poem which has 
survived. It would hove been extremely interesting to see how the minstrel, 
with his realistic approach, would have dealt with these two supernatural 
episodes which were traditional elements in the story. It is, I think, sig-
nificant that both episodes hove a strong Irish background, and although 
Ireland had been a present reality for the inhabitants of Britain for hundreds 
of years, the details of its history and geography seem to have been somewhat 
hazy to the average medieval individual in Britain and were probably still 
more unreal to a minstrel traveller from Normandy. 
Knowledge of Ireland and the Irish by B~roul and his audience 
would have been powerfully influenced by the chain of Ostman states along 
the eastern coasts of Ireland and the Scandinavian culture to be fO:Jnd there . 
'Oastmen' (men of the east) was the term used in the twelfth century for the 
descendants of the Norwegian and Danish Viking raiders who, in the ninth 
and tenth centuries, captured the southern and eastern seaports of Ireland and 
established their trading settlements in Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, Cork and 
limerick, usi09 them as bases from which to attack the CO':lsts of Scotland, 
Wales and Cornwall. Lack of worships at first prevented the Irish from re-
pelling these invaders os did the chronic inability af the Irish tribal sub-
divisions to unite in policy even against a common foe. As the years went 
by, however, the Irish learnt to build their own fleets of worships and in 939 
an Ulster fleet raided the Hebrides though it appears that the ships were 
actually manned by Norse mercenaries or by 'fore ign Irish', i. e., men who 
had been fostered by the Norsemen and had lapsed into heathenism. 15 
A curious love-hate relationship seemed to exist between the two 
races. There was much inter-marriage and inter-fosterage while as merCena-
ries and traders the Norsemen could be found on whichever side it proved 
advantageous to be O!'l at the time. This uneasy co-existence continued 
throughout the tenth century and the Norse trading settlements developed 
into small independent kingdoms, sometimes fighting one another but always 
holding a latent threat of combined action. 
The situation altered after the Irish forces, united - more or less -
under Brian Boru, defeated the Norsemen at the battle of Clontarf in 1014 . 
Thereafter, although the settlements remained distinct, the kingdoms become 
technically vassals of the Irish High King. Trading overseas remained 
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predominantly in the hands of the Norse seamen and the mixed population 
become known as the Ostmen. Viking raids subsided as the Normans con-
solidated their power, though the slave-trqde continued to flourish with 
Bristol as one of the chief collecting centres on the English side of the Irish 
Sea. 
Thus, from the Norman point of view, 'Ireland' meant the half-
Scandinavian Ostmen settlements behind which loy the relatively unknown 
kingdoms of the Celtic Irish. There seem to be traces of this in the early 
sections of the Tristran legend . Iseut herself is described by B~roul as of 
blond colouring, color rosine, fresche et blanche, 16 though this may be the 
minstrel's lip-service to th-e-convention that all heroines were golden-haired . 
Her uncle, the Morholt, is akin to the popular conception of the massive, 
much-feared, Norse warriors. He come to Cornwall to enforce the demand 
for a tribute of children; a tribute of slaves is stated to have been expected 
by the Irish kings in the ninth and tenth centuries. 17 Moreover, the repu-
tation of Ireland :IS a noted purchaser of slaves was still alive in the twelfth 
century, a fact to which their own church bears witness . In 1170, in the 
early stages of the Norman invasion of Ireland, a synod of bishops met at 
Armagh to consider the situation . Their conclusion was as follows: 
... it appears to the synod that Divine vengeance has brought 
this judgement upon them for the sins of the people, and 
especially for that they had long been wont to purchase natives 
of England from traders, robbers and pirates and to reduce them 
to slavery... The synod therefore decreed that all En3lish-
men throughout Ireland who were in a state of bondage should 
be released to freedom. 18 
There have been various suggestions concerning the name of the 
sinister knight who came to Cornwall to demand the tribute. Rachel Bromwich 
was of the opinion that there is a connection between the name 'Morholt t and 
that of the Fomorians, the evil misshapen demons from the northern seas who, 
in early Irish mythology, warred against the first settlers in the island. 19 
Whatever may have been the ultimate origin of this strand in the 
story of Tristran and Iseult, by the time it reached Eilhart von Oberge and 
B~roul, the mythological aspect had disappeared. The Morholt is a formid-
able Fighter with the reputation of being ruthless in character and invincible 
but he is entirely human, the brother of the Irish queen and a much respected 
member of the Court. Emphasis is laid on his size and strength but that is 
predictable - Tristran's victory is enhanced thereby. The use of poisoned 
weapons by an enemy was to be expected by a medieval hero. In fact, if 
twelfth-century chroniclers are to be believed, the use of poison was wide-
spread amongst the less scrupulous baronage in their internecine bickerings, 
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though it is probable that gangrene in infected wounds and ptomaine poisoning 
in badly-cured food were the causes of most instances of sudden death. 
It is of some interest to note that the particular form of the duel be-
tween Tristran and the Marhelt is more akin to the xondinavian custom of 
holm-gong than it is to the contemporary Norman single combat which took 
place in a roped-off space. It is true, as Bruce notes, 20 that island combats 
were frequently found in early French romances. However, it is probably 
valueless to labour the point. When a contest between two national champions 
was involved, there were obvious advantages in on island site if a suitable 
one was available, ensuring that the fight would be uninterrupted by over-
enthusiastic followers. Moreover, the barrier of river between two rival 
factions wO'Jld lessen the danger of a murderous aftermath. In any case, 
B&roul hod two excellent examples for his choice of an island setting, one 
from literature and the other from history. Geoffrey of Monmouth's des-
cription of .A.rthur's fight ogoinst Frollo on 'on island that is without the city, 
all the folk watching what might be the issue' has much in common with the 
widespread tradition that Tristran's fight with the Morholt took place on an 
island. Incidentall y, Frollo, like the Morholt, was killed by a blow on the 
helmet, after .A.rthur himself had been wounded. 21 The historical incident 
was the well-known duel between Henry of Essex and Simon de MO"Mort in 
1163 'on an eyot in the Thames' near Reading. 22 
The nome of the island does not seem to hove been given in the early 
forms of the Tristran legend but it is identified in the Erec and Enide of 
Chretien de Troyes . 23 Here it is unequivocally named St. Sanson's Isle 
which led Bedier to suggest that the reference was to one of the Scilly Isles 
off Cornwall. This wouid make nonsense of the combat as traditionally re-
lated where the two knights row themselves and their horses a relatively 
short distance. 
It has been tentatively suggested that, at least in B&roul's version, 
which is so consistently localised in Cornwall, he may have thought of it as 
taking place on an eyot or sand-bonk in the Fowey estuary. There was one 
large one between St. Winnow and Lantyan Creek. 24 This suggested 10:::0-
tion would fall into line with several others in the Lantyan district where, 
according to Beroul's own statement, there appear to have been remnants of 
local folklore of on early Cornish legend of Tristran. 
Though Beroul has no 'marvels' in his story, in the sense of something 
fantastic or incredible, there are at least two instances where he accepts as 
credible, elements which to our minds would be accounted as abnormal; they 
are, the existence of dragons as creatures of the wilderness, and the reality 
and power of love-potions. 
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A twelfth-century man would have no difficulty in believing in 
dragons for they were vouched for in both the Old :md the New Testaments 
and representations of St. Michael the Archangel in his fight with the droaon 
were to be seen in many church wall-paintings. Admittedly a dragon NOS 
not 0 creature to be found in everyday life; the dragon, so to speak, personi-
fied the horror of desolatilXl, whether it be the d:lrk and frozen wastelands of 
the north or the arid deserts of the south beyond Egypt. Beco-..Jse it dwelt 
beyond the haunts of men, its no.,-existence was as difficult to prove os its 
existence. Dragons were firmly embodied in international folklore o,d .... ere 
fomiliar as nation:!1 emblems. 
The medieval drogon was always reptil ion and, for the medieval 
artist, most reptiles, including snakes, were equipped with wings. Many 
hod legs and claws although they were classed as serpents. It would have 
been interesting to know whether B~ro'JI 's dragon would have been the loathly 
worm-type that killed by crushing, or a fire-breathing, Scandin:lVian type 
such as we find in Gottfried von Strassburg's version. Unfortunately, in the 
section of B~roul's poem which has reached us, there is only one direct allu-
sion to his fight with the dragon when he calls it 'Ie grant serpent crest~'. 25 
This sounds as though it is influenced by one of the twelfth-century Bestiaries. 
Possibly one of the strangest things about the dragon in the Tristran 
story is that it should be described as living in Ireland. For centuries St. 
Patrick hod been credited with the expulsion of all re-ptiles from the island . 
If the hero's contest had originated in Celtic Ireland, the monster would have 
been a water-beast such as those said to I,aunt the laughs of the west. Per-
haps this is another pointer to the fact that many of the Irish elements of the 
Tristran story reached the minstrels throu,3h the Scandin:lVian-dominated zones 
of East Ireland. The Norseman use of the dragon emblem was known, of 
CO:JfSe, wherever their ships come raiding for plunder. 
Although the theme of the love-potion, accidentally drunk by 
Tristran and Iseut, begins in Ireland :md the scenes of the concoction and 
drinking are lost to us in Beroul's poem, it is a centro I theme throughout the 
story and He still h:lVe B~roul's many references to it and its effects. The 
concept would be entirely credible to a contemporary audience. The ideo 
that those wise in the use of herbs cO:Jld concoct a drink that would powerfully 
affect the emotions and morals of an unwitting victim is very old and is not 
yet co:npletely extinct. 
B~roul's Tristron accepts the fact of the effects but roundly bla .'nes 
it as poiso.,. What we do not know is how B~ro'Jl looked upon the queen's 
plot. From other versions we know that the q:Jeen's intentions were good, 
though the results were tro,;)ic. Iseut, in Beroul 's version, recalls that the 
love-potion hod been entrusted to Brengoin by the queen, with the instruction 
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thot it should be placed in the cup of wine which would be drunk by King 
M'Jrk and by Iseut on their wedding night. Her daughter was travelling 
alone, except for Bren30in her companion, to a foreign land and an unknown 
bridegroom under the escort of a man who had killed 0 much-loved uncle. 
Iseut makes more than one reference to her feeling of isolation in Cornwall 
where feel ing was traditio~ally hostile to the Irish : 
Rois, n'oi en cest pais parent 
Qui par Ie mein destraignement 
En Feist gerre ne revel. 26 
Through an accident (Iseut blames Brengain for criminal negligence), 
the wrong cO'Jple drank the vin-herbe and the two were hopelessly locked in 
on obsessive passion which do:ninated them for three years. During this time 
they are beyond the power of rational thought or will to withstand the dru9, 
but, in Beroul's version, when the fading power of the drug makes it possible 
for each to assess the situatiO:l and to realise its consequences, both are still 
bO:Jnd by an unbreakable bond of deep affection. Iseut can L:lring herself to 
return to Mark, but still she swears to Tristran th:Jt if need arises: 
Ne tor ne mur ne fort chastel 
Ne me tendre ne face errant 
Le mondement de men amant. 27 
The love sto:-y and adventures of Tristran and Iseut is 0 theme that 
h::Js a long history of literory criticism which in turn sOlJght to identify Pictish, 
Irish ond Breton sO:Jrces, but in a recent study, Oliver Padel contends thot 
there is no ,~vidence to support these theories. He bel ieves that the only 
background thot can be proved is Cornish and that the Cornish tradition can 
be traced back to the tenth century. 28 
The Cornish elements in Bero'JI's work may be due to the influence 
of a powerful Cornish p:Jtron - we shall consider some possibilities later - and 
to the entertainer's desire to sp:lrk the attention of a local audience. A6 a 
minstrel it was p:Jrt of his stock-in-trade to know the outlines of a number of 
tales, some love adventures and some warlike chansons de geste. It was up to 
him to re-tell them in the most striking and attractive manner. Bero'JI was a 
strongly individualistic character and it interested him to re-clothe on old 
theme in contemporory gu ise. 
We do not know how Beroul came to Cornwall, which was somewhat 
af a backward area, cut off by poor road communications from the more popular 
parts of England . In Beroul's time there was o:"lly ane town, Bodmin, and the 
beginnings of another at Truro. There were virtually no roods, only trackways 
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across the moorlands or inland from the ports. A traveller from Normandy or 
Brittany would probably arrive by sea and for hospital ity he would be depend-
ent O~ a local landO'lmer or the guest-house of some monastic esto~1 ishment. 
If he took the traditional route, his most likely point of entry would be by 
the Fowey estuary which was n:lvigable as for up as lO$twithiel. This would 
have taken him straight into the orbit of one of Cornwall's largest landowners, 
the descendants of Turold the d:Jpifer (or seneschal ) of Robert of MOftain, to 
whom most of Cornwall hod been allocated by the Conqueror, William I. The 
family in the lost quarter of the twelfth century hod residences ot Cardinon 
and Restormel . Whether Beroul found :l temporary home either ot Cardinan 
Castle or at the newly-established shell-keep of Restormel, a mile or two up-
stream from lostwithiel, he would have fO'Jnd himself within a few miles of the 
scenes which he described in the Tristran love story. 
In the versions of the Tristran legend that were being built up on the 
Continent, King M:lrk's traditio!"lal capital was known as Tintagel, though it 
is very doubtful if many of the authors knew the place except by nome. It 
seems that Bero'Jl fO'Jnd it quite unsuitable for the tole that hew::mted to tell. 
The garden scene in the Tristran story was a well-established element and so 
was the stream pcssin3 near, or through, the queen's chamber on Nhich 
Tristran fio:Jted the sticks or leaves which signalled a meeting of the lovers . 
Neither was credible in the Tintagel locality. The poet seems to have turned 
his attention to the more fertile southern volleys and found lantyan at the 
head of a volley opening from the FO'Ney estuary. 
Fro:n the topographical point of view, Lancien - the nome which 
Beroul gave to Lantyan - is a fo::al centre of the poem as we now have it. 
Here, Blloroul imagined Mark's paloi!, here were the lovers' meetings in the 
garden, here they were trapped and condemned to death by burning. From 
lancien, Tristran was taken pC/st the chapel on the cliff beside the river from 
which he mode his escape by a spectacular leap. (Beroul remarks that the 
spot was known locally as 'Tristran's Leap', which suggests that an early 
version of the story had already been localised there and survived as local 
folklore.) From the sandy margin of the tidal river, Tristran fled inland 
and met with his tutor, Governal, with a horse and arms, and toaether they 
lay in ambush on the outskirts of Lancien 'town' and so were able ta rescue 
Iseut from the bond of lepers to whom King M:uk had consigned her. Once 
reunited, the lovers reached the countryside, wooded at this period, and so 
to their refuge in the Forest of Morrois to the west. 
It v.cJs bock to Lancien that Iseut was taken to be reconciled .vi th 
Mark and from there she made her thanksgiving procession up the hill to the 
'minster' of Saint Sampso!"l in Golant, a church still in existence. Here 
ag'Jin Bero,;1 mentions a fragment of folklore app'Jrently still current in his 
day, the tale that Iseut donated a rich robe which was mode into a chasuble 
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and was still displayed in the church on great occasions. 
The closing section of the poem as we have it is also set in Lancien 
when the wicked barons try to spy on Tristran in Iseut's bower. The spy is 
said to have taken cover behind the lush growth of joglois 29 growing beside 
the stream near the CfJeen's chamber. 
Beroul did not completely ignore Tintagel, it was too much a part 
of the traditional story, but he gives it a subordinate role as a fortress tower 
ot which Mark and Iseut planned to clear her name by a triol by ordeal. 
More of Tintogel will be said later. 
Lancien was identified by J. loth 30 ~s Lantyon on the west bonk of 
the Fowey estuory, in the parish of Galant. It is now a very small hamlet 
with some indications of a ruined manor building half way up the hillside; 
a few houses straggle beside Lantyan Creek which empties itself into the 
Fowey river. In earlier times it is understood that the Creek was deeper and 
penetrated further up the volley. There may have been more houses on the 
hillside but it was never a ' town' as Beroul suggests. Neverthe less, although 
he used poetic licence to magnify the village into 0 'city' , as a fitting neigh-
bour to Mark's 'p::llace', when Be-raul could have known it Lantyan had its 
own importance. In the twelfth century it g::lve its name to a group of manors, 
known ::IS the Honour of Lontien and Mcnelly, which were p::lrt of the possess-
ions of the powerful Richard de Lucy, who had been justiciar of the realm for 
Henry II. 
When the Domesday Survey was made in 1086, Lantyan was one of 
six manors held by Osferd (Osfert, Osfers) as tenant of Robert Count of Mortain, 
half-brother to the Conqueror, to whom vast estates in Cornwall hod been 
given. Since five of the manors held by Osferd hod been held by him TR E, 31 
there is reason to bel ieve that he was a Saxon who, for one cause or another -
possibly collaboration with the Normans - hod been permitted to retain certain 
portions of his fanner landed property. It is, however, to be noted that in 
most instances he was only allowed a fraction of the estates, and examination 
of the Domesday record shows that their total value, in 1086, wos relatively 
small. The manors included Manelly, Bochaned (BocQo'no~) and Trenant 
(Great Trenant in Duloe), all east of the Fowey river, Manelly being almost 
oppooite Lantyan. The remaining members of the group were Glin (Glynn 
north of Lootwithiel) and Pennalt (now Penhalt) in Poundsto::k , near the 
north-eastern cO':JSt. 
There is no record as to how long Osferd remained in possession of 
these lands. Although the main divisions of landed property between the King, 
the Church, and the major landowners remained relatively stable in Cornwall 
for about a hundred years after the Domesday Survey, a vast amount of 
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redistributiO"l of individual manors took place, each of the more powerful 
tenants try ina by exchange or by blatant encroachment to :o:lsolidate his 
scattered holdings into co:wenient units. .There were shifts of ownership 
by marriage or by deaths. In the latter case (where there was no ::Iirect 
or acceptable heir) lands might revert to the Crown or to feudal overlord-
ship _ 
Possibly the most likely time for a local upheaval and a transference 
of ownership was some fifty years after the Domesday Survey, 1140, when the 
social fabric of the Cornish landowners was shaken by the abortive attempt of 
Reginald de Dunstanville to seize the eor.ldom, vacant because of the life-
long imprisonment of William of Mortoin by Henry I against whom he had 
rebelled. Henry died in 1135, leaving the Count still a prisoner. Stephen 
freed him to the extent of allow in; !lim to drog O:.Jt the lost few years of his 
old age as a monk at Bermondsey but did not create a successor to the eorldo:n. 
Meanwhile, young de Dunstanville, a b::Jstard son of Henry I, with-
out the protection of his royal father, was left impoverished and took the 
opportunity of King Stephen's quarrel with Matilda, Henry's only surviving 
legitimate heir, to attempt to '.eize the Cornish earldom. lantyan could not 
h::we escaped the resulting turmoil, for its close neighbo'Jr, the powerful 
Cornish magnate William fitz Richard, had ollied himself to the young insur-
gent by givin3 him his d:Jughter in marriage and by handing over launceston 
Castle which he should have held for the king . William fitz Richard, amongst 
much other pro?erty, owned the Hono'Jrs of Cordinan and Bodardle, and 
Bodardle included the site of Restormel, barely two miles north of lantyan. 
King Stephen reacted with characteristic ~iftness, sending into 
Cornwall the notorious Alan the Black, Count of Brittany and of Richmond 
(Yorks) with his ferocious Breto:'l followers. With him come Richord de lucy, 
on experienced soldier but better known later as the benefactor of Truro cnd 
on administrator. The next that we hear of lantyon is that, wi th Mcnelly and 
a re-grQ.'Jpin~ of other monors, it hod become the possessio., of Sir Rich:Jrd de 
Lucy and his family. What happened to Osferd's descendants is not recorded. 
De Dunstanville and his father-in-Iow were temporarily reduced to 
the possession of only one castle - probably Ccrdinan - but were saved from 
complete disaster by a turn of fortune when King Stephen found himself 
beseiged at lincoln and Count AJan had to hurry away fro:n Cornwall in an 
unsuccessful attempt at rescue. M:Jtilda had her brief moment o(royolty as 
the lady of the English and Reginald de Dunstonville, who 'NOS, of course, 
her half-brother, was legally created Earl of Cornwall by her. 32 
William fitz Rich:Jrd recovered his property, Cornwall settled down 
09:Jin, and the year's turmoils were quickly forgotten, but Sir Richard de Lucy 
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prospered 'Jnd become Henry I/'s right-hond man and ..Iusticiar of England. The 
Hono'Jr of Lontyon and Monelly remained in his family and descended to his 
granddaughters. 8y Bero'JI's time the manor was in the hands of Richard de 
lucy's grandson, Robert fitz Walter, who was to -:Jistinguish himself in 1215 
when he was mode 'general' of the boron's army when tension between King 
Jo~n and his vassals built up until John was forced to sign the M:Jgno Carta 
at Runnymede. 33 It is worth remembering that, when Befoul knew it, 
lontyon WC15 small but, as the caput honoris of a medium-sized estate, not on 
insignificant hamlet in an obscure valley, and would have hod ot least 10::01 
importance. There is also another implication in this o'Jtline of Lontyan's 
history . If the area had remained in the holding of Osferd the Saxon and his 
descend.:lOts until the mid-twelfth century, this small area of Saxon lordship 
amidst the surrounding Norman infltJence, could hove preserved some frag-
ments of folklore reflecting an early Cornish versio::l of the Iseut/Tristran/ 
Mark legend befo"e it was transferred and remodelled by Continental influence. 
There ore at least two instances where Bt=ro:.J1 alludes to some pre-
existing folklore: these are his reference to 'Tristran's Leap', when Tristron 
escapes fro:n the chapel on the cliff, the other is his acco;;nt of the relic, 
said to be exhibited at St. Sampson's church. Unlike those occasions when 
Beroul appeals to the evidence of some book that he knows to co., firm his 
version of on incident which has been given :lnother interpretation by others, 
in both these instances he quotes local testimony. 
and 
Encor cia iment Corneoolon 
Cele pierre Ie Sau t Trhtron. 34 
Encore est ele a Saint Sanson 
Ce dient cil qui I'ant veUe. 35 
The local isatian of Tristran's Leap has been confused by J. Loth's 
unfortunate identification with Chapel Point in Garon, apparently because, 
two ':enturies later in 1485, Henri de Bodrugan made a similar leap at that 
place. This is to ignore B&roiJI's corefully detailed story. Thanks to the 
dwarf's stratagem with the sprinkled flour, Tristran and Iseut were in the king's 
chamber in the palace and both were securely bound by the barons. Tristran 
was token first on the way to execution, the place of which is not described 
except that it wos near the town of Lancien so th':Jt the townsfolk could witness 
it. Tristran and his guards were on foati there is no mention of horses. On 
the way they p::lSS a small chapel on a hill, perched on:l rocky coin (?point) 
overlooking the sea and facing the north 'devers bise', so that the east window 
and wall of the chapel were flush with the steep drop to the sea below. 
Tristran tricked his gU':lrds into ':Jllowing him to enter to make his last prayers 
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and his bonds were loosened. Tristran pushed open the window and made the 
celebrated leap, landing on the sand below, having h:Jd his fall broken by a 
projection of the cliff face and.:>y the wind in his garments. 
If Loth's 5uggestiorl of Goron Point is accepted, it would have meant 
a deto'Jf of many miles from Landen palace, with Trisrran and his guards 0:1 
foot and Mark waiting near the place of executio-:1 b:Jck at Laneien 'town' . 
On the other hand, the south b::mk of Lantyon Creek, where the stream reaches 
the tidal estuary of the Fowey river, rises sharply to:J high ridge. A track 
from the palace could have taken the guards and their prisoner in sight of the 
chapel and, at low tide, the sandy margin of the river would have pro·,ided 
the necessary landing ground. The tidal estuary might well have been mis-
taken for on arm of the sea by a casual visitor. We cannot, of course, 
identify the le>Jp with certainty but when Beroul had token pJ'ins to r.elect 
lantyan, a real place, for the setting of his stOiy, it seems a pity to distort 
his story into nonsense when there is another possible interpretation. 
The instance of lseut's relic ot'St. Sampson's church is rather different. 
No commentator seems to have denied th:Jt the poet was intending to refer to 
the church of St. Sampson in Golant, sited on high ground south of Lantyon 
valley. The criticism generally centres on Bero'JI's description of the church 
as a mostier, which has been so;netimes translated as 'minster' and derided 
because 'that term in our modern usage generally means a cathedral Church'. 
In fact, Beroul used the some word moutier when he refers to the hound 
Husdent's attempt to track down Tristra~nd reaches the chapel on the hill 
and here it is quite plain th::Jt it was a very small building . It is true that 
Beroul ennobles the church at Golant as being served by a cooco'Jrse of ex-
alted ecclesiastical persons, but he does not say that they were part of its 
normal clergy. The o,::c<Jsiori was a great royal thanksgiving for the reco;,-
ciliotion of M'lrk and Iseut and neighbouring clergy would ,Je expected to 
assemble. (The mention of a bishop 'J'mon,gst those present was on anachro-
nism. Cornwall had lost its bishopric in 1046 when the see was mo· ... ed to 
Credito:1, but Beroul the minstrel may be excused for not knowing the details 
of Cornwall's ecclesiastic<J1 status. He was more interested in the prol:essiol1 
and in the supposed odgin of the relic shown at the church.) 
There are several interesting points in the po-et's description of the 
festivities. King Mark hod distinguished the event by liberating a hundred 
serfs and by givin:;! arms and hauberks to twenty young men whom h,e had 
knighted. Iseut's contribution, which Dinas the seneschJ'1 presented on her 
behalf, was a rich garment made of heavy silk adomed with orphreys. These 
were ornaments in gold thread and silk, often incorporating precio,"Js sto:1es, 
which were appliqued to the material. They were aften used for ecclesiastical 
vestments and the gift would have been specially suitable for conversion into 
a chasuble which, according to traditio" was later displayed in the church on 
spec ia I occas iO:1s. 
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It has been said that Galant church in Beroul's time had been 
eclipsed by Tywordre.:Jth Priory, of which it had become a mere chapel. It is 
true that the Priory had been founded and endowed by the No:-man ~arons and 
p:Jrticularly by the lords of Cordin::m. A'l1onast its earliest endowments were 
the church of Tywordreath with its chapel of St. Sampson in Galant. But in 
spite of its wealth, the Priory, dedicated to St. Andrew, was itself dependent 
0"1 the great Abbey of St. Sergiu5 and St . Bacchus at Angers, whereas the 
church at Golont is claimed to be a sixth-century foundation established by 
St. Sompson O!"l his way across Cornwall to Brittany. If the Sampson traditio~ 
is correct - there ore some who believe th:Jt Sampson's fO'Jndotion was at 
Southill in East Cornwall - then it is possible that the Saxon successo:- to the 
Celtic missio:1 foundation may hove been one of the early minster churches. 
These were monastic in choracter and, under the bishops, were centres of 
pastoral org::misation, serving ::neas that were much wider than those served 
later by p:Jrish priests. 36 It is possible that Bero'J I hod listened to 10::01 tales 
of its former importance in co""p:Jrison with the Norman Priory which had 
greedily sn:Jtched:l1 its privileges. 
There is yet another tOpc>Jrophical feature in the lantyan area which 
Bero:JI wove into a, is story. This is the Croiz Roge, or the Red ero.,s. When 
the forester discovered Tristran and Iseut sleeping in the forest, he hurried to 
give the news to King Mark who was sitting in Council with his b:lrons at 
Lancien p:llace. The king, who wanted to ::onfrol1t the lovers himself, bade 
the forester go 
Ala Croiz ROde, au chemin fars, 
la on enfuet sovent les cors, 37 
The interpretation of this passage is somewhat doubtful, tho'Jah the general 
sense is evident . Ewert rendered it 'where the road forks, 38 but Reid prefers 
'crossro·,Jds,.39 If the next pa,rase is to be translated as 'there where they 
often bury the corpses' is correct, Reid's versio., is preferable. Fedrick's 
translation as 'the road near the cemetery' is surely misleading. 40 The 
qualification that the corpses were often buried there suggests that there were 
occasions when the normal burial in the cemetery ..... as not available and re-
minds us that crossro:Jds were traditionally places in which suicides - not 
eligible fo!' Christian burial - were interred. The folklore explan:ltion was 
that the restless ghost of a self-murde rer wO'Jld be confused by the choice of 
roads and less likely to be able to ~rack down on enemy whom it might wish 
to haunt~ 
The interest of this introduction of the Red Cross as a known landmark 
in the neighbourhood of lancien, used both for this rendezvous for Mark ond 
his forester and, later in the story, for the spot chosen by Tristran for the 
depO'iit of Kina Mark's reply to a,is offer of a reconciliation, is th:Jt in the 
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twelfth century there seem to have been a succession of morker-cro;ses along 
the trackway on the ridge above Lantyon leadin3 fro,,, lostwithiel so~th to 
Castle Dare and Fowey, with CI crcr..s-track which now, and probably then, 
led eost to Lontyon Clnd west to Tywordreoth.- One of these crO'.ses still stonds 
at Nomonslond, near the top of the track from Lantyon Creek. It is very vn-
I ikely that it is exactly in its origin:J! site (it was once util ised as Q stile) but 
it con ':>e accepted as representative of a topographical feature famil iar to 
Beroul. We know from Cornish charters that it was not unusual to paint the 
crosses in sClne distinctive colo'Jr. 
A traveller continuin3 northwards on the high ground would eventu-
ally come into .. ight of Restormel Castle on the west bank of the Fowey river, 
a short distance north of the 'town' of Lostwithiel. This stood at the point 
where one of Cornwall's few east to west main trackways crossed the peninsula 
south of the dangerous Bodmin moor and just sufficiently far inland to escape 
the obstacles of Cornwall's sO'Jthern rivers and estuaries, Looe, Foweyand 
Par. Th is reference to one of Cornwoll 's most famous twel fth -century castles 
brings us to a consideration of Bero"J\'s P:JtrO"l, for it is obvious that whoever 
could have staged ... uch a len,gthy recitation by a minstrel, lasting for a period 
of so:ne weeks, must have been one of the wealthier ma,gnotes. 
There were, in foet, a number of wealthy landowners but they seem 
to have stayed mostly within their own borders with occasional visits to Exeter 
or to their own possessions in Devon. Looking at contemporary charters and 
other documents, they are seldom listed ~s witnesses for afield and, by the 
social standJrds of Westminster or other court circles, it is proi:lable that they 
would have been classed as 'provincial'. It is interesting to notice that this 
quality seems to i:le reflected in Bero'JI's poem. There is no suggestion tbt 
he himself had served in a royal retinue and although he can speak of royal 
pretensions and authority, it is rot her as if he knew them at second hand 
through the gossip of fello''''' minstrels. 
It is noticeable, in fact, that King J\tJrk's court, with occasional 
exceptions, shows little trace of royal dignity or retinues of personal attend-
ants. Freein, the dwarf, seems to have been Mark's only servitor in the early 
p::lrt of the story and his companions, with the exception of Oi nos, seem minor 
barons of his realm. It comes os something of a shock when we are told that 
at the time of the reconciliation with lseut, he besto· ..... ed h:JUberks (coats of 
moil) and arms on twenty d::mze'l'Js (esquires ) whom he had knight~d. This 
crowd of youn3 men, aspirants for knighthood, is what O"le wO'Jld ',ove ex-
pected at a royal court but they are conspicuous by their obsence from hall or 
chamber in other p':nts of the story. It is as if Beroul knew, most I ikely by 
hearsay, what retinue and entourage would be norma I in 0 .. roya I establ ishment 
but was consciously or unconsciously to"ling down his descriptions to suit an 
audience accustomed to provincial standards. What he describes wO:.Jld h:Jve 
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been normal for ony of the wealthier barons of his time. 
OccosiO:1:Jlly he lapses into :Jllusio"lS which ore out of tune. One 
such lapse occurs when Tristran in the forest began to realise that the spell of 
the love-potion had faded. He paused in his endless labour of chosin3 deer 
for fo:;,d, to daydream how different it would have been if he hod not been 
exiled on Iseut's acco'Jnt : 
Hoi Dex, tont foiblement me vet~ 
Or dellse estre a co~t a roi, 
Et cent d ::mzeous avoques moi, 
Qui servisent por ormes prendre 
Et a 110i lor servise rendre. 41 
Similarly, Iseut, when the potiort loses its power over her, laments the loss of 
her po~;itiort :::It court where 
Les demoiseles des anors, 
Les filles as frons vovasors, 
DeOse ensemble a mol tenir 
En " es chambres, per mol servir. 42 
Yet in the early part of the tole, Bren,;ain appears to be the only 'maid of 
honour' i not even ::J servin.; woman is menticmed. 
This is a point when it is time to 1001< at those who might have been 
B~roul 's patrons ond hosts in Cornwall. Because of Cornwall's isolation from 
the rest o f England, her social structure seems to have remained surprisin.;ly 
stable durin.; the first hundred years after the Norman Conquest. In port this 
isolation was geographical. There were virtually no roods, only trackways, 
and tronspo~t was easier cO::Jst-wise by sea than across the hazardous moors and 
the 'llmod equ::Jlly d:mgerous river volleys in both Devo., and Corn .... al!. 
A more important factor was the .occident by which Cornwall itselJ 
become largely independ-ent of the central government. It was v irtually a 
palatin::Jte, tho'Jgh not fo"mally acco'Jnted as such. The situation d'::J tes b:Jck 
to the ye~JfS 500" ::Jfter the Conquest. Robert, CO'Jnt ot Mo~tain , to who:Tl the 
Conq'Jeror hod allocated vast estates in Cornwall, was a Tlilitary leader in 
close assoc: iation with William I. BecQtJse he had many responsibilities other 
thon the core of his Cornish possessions, Robert appointed ·:) select bond of his 
personal retainers to administer Cornwall on his behalf. They included Turstin 
the Sheriff, Regin::Jld de Valletort, the marshal, to whom was given the 
custody of the royal c'lstle at Tremoton controlling the sO'Jthern end of the 
border with Devon, and Turold, ~ifer or seneschal who represented the 
Covnt himself. 
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There ore several pre-Conq'Jest references to ·:] Turold in Ro'Jert of 
Mortain's entourage. h Turoldl.Js miles he is a signatory to Robert's grant 
to the A~bey of St. Wondrille (c.l031), 4~ and he is cited in:J do.;ument re-
ferring to TO:Jstoinville in the Chartulary of Pr~~ux. 44 It has also been sug-
gested that he may hove been that Turold portrayed in the Boyeux Tapestry in 
the scene where two messengers from Duke William come to rescue Harold 
fro~ Count Guy who captured him 0:' his landing in Normandy. The 'label' 
enc los ing the n':Jme is placed immediately above the head of a dwarf who is 
holding the horses: it may, however, be construed as pointing to the taller 
of the two messengers. 
Be that as it may, Turoldlthe ~ifer to Robert of Mortain in Corn-
wall was granted twenty-eight estates, second only to Regin::lld de Valletort 
who held Tremotan. This Turold 'NOS prooobly fairly elderly and ''Jy the time 
of the Domesdo:JY Survey it is his son, Richard, who held the lands which be-
come the Honour of Cardinan in the twelfth century. Rich.::lrd is known to 
have been 01 ive as late as 1103-6 when he witnessed ::I ch:uter of Count 
William de Mortain, Earl of CornNall, who had succeeded his father in 1090. 
It seems probable that Richard followed his fother as the ead's senesch::ll for 
when William rebelled against King Henry I and w<n defeated and imprisoned 
for I ife at Tinchbrai in 1106, Richard fitz T urold rema ined undisturbed in his 
honooJrs. 
Richard fitz Turold \'Vas in turn succeeded by his son, William fitz 
Richard, whose rule over the Cardinan Honour overlapped the period of dis-
turbance caused by Regin::lld de Dunstanville's first attempt to capture the 
vacant earldom. William had allied himself to de Dunstanville by giving 
him his d'Jughter in marriage and probably lost control of his estates in the 
defeat by Count Alan. The loss was temporary. Meanwhile, Robert fitz 
William had married AGnes, the heiress of the neighbouring Bo:brdle estates 
and so come into possession of the earliest form of the castle of Restormel 
which seems to have been started by Baldwin, the father of .Agnes. I¥. 
Baldwin was desc-enckd from that Turstin who had been mode Sheriff at the 
Conquest, William had not only acquired large new estates but hod socially 
united two of the leading families in CaroNolI. Moreover, he was now 
father-in-law to the derni-royol Reginald de Dunstonville who was fast rising 
in the service of King Henry II. 
William died in :lbout 1143, and his so., Ro'Jert fitz William died 
about 1171, so it wO'Jld have been his grandson, Robert fitz Robert, who 'Nould 
h::lve been cO'ltemporary with B~roul if we accept the poet's period of the 
composition of his romance os between 1180 and 12:)0. It is probable that the 
shell-keep of Resto~mel Castle had been completed in the lifetime of Robert 
fitz William and the family may have moved their residence and headquarters 
from the old castle of Cardin:ln to the improved conditions at Restormel, but 
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READING MEDlEY AL STUDIES 
the peak of their affluence does no~ seem to hove been reached until the d·)ys 
of William's grandso':'l, Robert fitz Robert, who now assumed the title of Robert 
de Cordinan and Bodardle and claimed baronial status. He now held fifty-
one fees, 45 and was only surpassed by the de Valletort family who held fifty-
nine, including some Devon estates. Robert de Cardinan was the grandfather 
of the heiress, Isoldo de Cardinan, who become well known in the thirteenth 
century. 
In the lost decodes of the twelfth century, therefore, the leading 
families were the de Valletorts at Tremoton, Sir Richard de lucy whose 
daughters were established at Lantyan, and Robert de Cardinan and his rela-
tives. The de Dunstanvilles no longer count, for Reginald had died in 1175, 
leaving no legitimate male heir; his daughters had married and though they 
individually retained some property in Cornwall, they do not seem to have 
been resident. The only representative active in Cornwall was Henry fitz 
Count, Q bastard son who, though he held some official positions under King 
John, would not be socially influential. Robert de Cardinan at Restormel 
seems to be the most I ikely patron . 
Before this topic is closed, one must consider the theory put forward 
by Dominica Legge in her note 'Place-names and the date of B~roul' . 46 In 
this she suggests that the poem might hove been composed for the festivities 
held in connection with the marriage of Conan lV of Brittany with Margaret of 
Scotland, sister of the Scottish King Malcolm IV. The suggestion certainly 
gives a plousible reason for Beroul's introduction of Durham, Carlisle, Galloway, 
and other north - country names into his poem and the allusion to the pilgrimage 
to St . kdrews. On the other hand, her theory implies a much earlier dote for 
B~roul 's work than 1180 which Ewert and others suggested, because of his 
reference to the Reynard the Fox Romance. Apart from the question of date, 
it seems unl ikely that Conan would have chosen the sub ject for h is marriage 
festivities. The family's relationships with Cornwall were not p::nticularly 
happy . Conan's father, Alan the Black, Count of Brittany and Richmond 
(Yorks) had had to withdraw from his attempt to claim the earldom of Cornwall 
and had been completely thwarted by Reginald de Dunstanville. His retreat 
in order to save King Stephen had led to the defeat and captivity of both 
Stephen and himself from which he only emerged after a humil iating ordeal. 
His stay in Cornwall was only a motter of months and although he showed in-
terest in the monastery at St. Michael's N\ount, there is no evidence that the 
manor of lantyan meant anything to him. Yet, as we have seen, Lantyan 
was the focus af B~roul's poem . 
It is true that Conan's marriage festivities might have been a suitable 
gathering for the recitation, but it is not impossible that a similar Cornish 
occasion might have been its setting: that is, the wedding of Robert de 
Cardinan's son and heir, Andrew. Moreover, kdrew became the father of 
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Isoldo de Cardinon and the name is suggestive. 
Restormel Castle would hove been .0 wonderful setting for wedding 
festivities and it was almost certainly occupied by the de Cardinon family in 
the last part of the twelfth century. It is sited in the parish of lonlivery on a 
natural hill overlooking the River Fowey, on the west bonk about two miles 
upstream. The ground was port of the manor of Bodardle given to Turstin the 
Sheriff after the Conquest . Baldwin, his son, is commemorated by a bridge 
in the neighbourhood, and it is thought that the first castle on the site, of 
which virtually nothing remains, was built by him to protect a bridge or ferry 
ot this point. It does not seem to hove been one of the usual early Norman 
motte-cnd-bailey type, for the mound has been made from earth dug from the 
encirclin3 ditch piled against the wooden palisade. This first castle may 
hove been destroyed in the 1140 troubles of Reginald de Dunstanville's 
attempt to seize the earldom. It could have been occupied by Reginald 
when he is said to have seized upon various castles only to be dislodged by 
Count Alan. The Bodardle estates were close neighbours of the de Cardinan 
lands and fighting would almost certainly have token place in the neighbour-
hood. This is conjecture but it could explain why there are so few remains 
of the first castle. When the estates were united by the marriage of Robert 
fitz William to Agnes, the heiress to the Bo:lardle estates, the mound would 
be an obvious place on which to build a finer and much more ambitioussuc-
cessor • 
This second castle was a stone-built structure in the newly-fashion-
able circular style enclosing a space in which timber residential and other 
structures were grouped. It is thaught that the entrance gateway on the 
south-west and a square tower projecting from the wall on the north-east have 
stonework surviving from this period. The tower defended the approach from 
the River Fowey. 47 The ruin as it exists now incorporates the extensive 
improvements and reconstructions undertaken by Richard Duke of Cornwall 
and his son Edmund in the thirteenth century. Richard obtained the castle 
from Isolda de Cardinan, the heiress, about 1270 when she was a childless 
widow nearing the end of her life. 
The thirteenth-century reconstructions included the addition of stone-
built rooms and halls within the circular ramparts to replace the earlier timber 
buildings and would therefore be later than Beroul's time . 
Restormel Castle was set in ::J large area of pork land, though until 
it came into the hands of Richard of Cornwall, it does not seem to have been 
licensed as a deer-pork; the king was jealous of the royal monopoly of deer-
hunting. The forester, responsible for preserving and defending the lord's 
domain from unlawful hunters, was an important member of the king 's stoff as 
we find from Bt!roul's references to the forester when Tristran was illegally 
hunting. 
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Belo'N the CXlstle, within the p:nk, in the twelfth century was 0 
hermitage of the Holy Trinity which Robert doe Cardin::m granted to the Priory 
of Tywardreoth with its gard.ens and land and .'<nown as the hermitoge of 
Baldwin's Brid:3e. Hermits and hermitages play 0 large port in the twelfth-
and mirteenth-century romances in which England is represented ::IS 0'113 great 
area of forest or rocky desert in which the only hope for 0 benighted traveller 
was 0 hermitage with its adjacent chopel. In foct, it become a 'fashionable' 
charity to '::Ipe the rO:"(lonces and to erect and maintain a hermitoge on one's 
estate so lhat the Hermitage of Baldwin's Bridge was one more mark that the 
de Cordin:ms were leaders in Cornish society. There is olso the intriguing 
possibility thot the existence or the hermitage may hove inspired 8~roul to 
introduce his figure of Ogrin the hermit, though that shrewd ::lnd ..... o~ldly-
wise person cannot be related to the saintly patterns of the hermits of Perles-
vauz and other romantic fiction. --
Time has been spent on this castle of Restormel, not becrJuse there is 
any direct evidence thot the de Cardinan family were ha:;ts to %ro'.)l the 
minstrel but to illustrate the type of hospita lity that he could have hoped to 
receive. Topogropa,ically it would h:lVe been (] suitable background for his 
ro-ncnce ,::md the 10·::0\ audience would ha ve been the type to ,...,hom the story 
could hove appealed. Men and women drown fro." that neighbourhojd 
.... ould have known Lantyan and '-ec().3nised ',is use of the setting. The forest 
of Morrois where the h/ers fled into exile lay west of the castle and cO'Jld 
probo::Jbly be seen in the far distance. The Gue Aventuro:> might h:Jve been :J 
jocular reference to the River Par valley. The-;;;;:e might be free ly translo-
ted as 'the Perilo'Js Ford' but it could olso be given the interpretation of a 
gully or watering-place where 'adventures are pro'le to happen'. In Beroul's 
time most Cornish fords were chngerous, not o.,ly because of their swift-flowing 
streams but because ~hey were favourite spots for robbers to way lay travallers. 
The Gu~ Aventurm in Beroul's poem lay between the eastern fringes 
of the Forest of Morrois and Landen :Jnd it was in the meadows there that 
Iseut was bro:Jght by Tristran to be reconciled ..... ith King Mark. As the lovers 
ride to the meeting place, it is the sight of the 'mere' 0:' ba:.mdary stone that 
warns Tristran that it is time fa; him to ."ake his farewells. It is impossible 
on the evidence to be precise abo'Jt the locality of the 'Perilous Ford', but 
the rocky volley through which the River Par flows between luxulyan and St. 
Blazey would suit the sense of the references very we ll. 
The Gue Aventuras was nOl for from, if not actually part of, M:JI Pas 
and :hot brings one~p agai~st the formidable obstacle of making sense o~ the 
modern tradition that M'll Pas was the ferry across the River Fal . In thinking 
of this, one must be very careful to disti nguish Beroul 's descriptions of the 
place 'lnd inc idents from the Continental version of Gottfried ·"0" Strassburg. 
In this, where Iseut was to disembark from a ship and arranged to stumble into 
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the arms of the disguised Tristran, the Mel Pas near Truro might be credible. 
In Beroul there is no question of a ship; the crossing is on a section of a 
river, which can be crossed with ease a little down-stream by Dines and A-Jdret. 
The Mal Pas was where the main trackway crossed which had been churned intoo 
boggy pool by the traffic of sightseers on the way to the scene of the trial . A 
plank had been extended over port of it, but Tristran, in disguise as a mendi-
cant leper, took delight in misguiding his enemies into the worst of the quagmire. 
Beroul relates the whole incident with a zest that suggests that he 
may hove hod in mind some recl occasion that would be remembered by his 
audience because of the discomfort suffered by certain unpopular members of the 
company. He delights in Tristran's cool impudence as the disguised leper with 
his successful levy of alms from both Mark and King Arthur - gay green leggings 
from Arthur and ,\!\ark's fur-trimmed hood. He equally revels in Iseut's self-
assurance, her splendid beauty and deftness with the trappings of her horse and 
her brazen staging of the transfXlrt ·on Tristran's back which will provide her 
with her ambiguous oatl-i in the approaching trial. There is bravado and true 
comedy in the scene, heightened by the"knowledge that the lovers are gam-
bling with their lives at stake. 
The tv\al Pas as a name has little geographical significance. It is a 
descriptive term found also in Chester, in Monmouth and elsewhere. Under 
its modern equivalent, the Foul Slough, it can be found in most country maps 
before the advent of macadam ised roads: 
What place might have been meant by B~roul's name of Blanche Lande 
has also been long and widely debated, the most recent examination being the;t 
by Oliver Podel, 48 which merits careful study. The main obstacle to its 
acceptance is that, like the Truro identification of Mal Pas, it cannot be 
reconciled with Beroul's own location. Before going further, one must take 
note that the name was widely used both in geographic lo:::otio., and in romance . 
In romance it tends to be asso:::iated with opel\ deserted landscapes and it is 
possible that Beroul was using Blanche as blanc (fem. blanche) meaning empty, 
sterile 01'", in a landscape, unpopulated. -- -----
The first introduction of Blanche Lande into Bero'JI's poem is when 
Tristran rides froen Ogrin's hermitage, which is somewhere on the o:J tskirts of 
Morrois, to collect Mark's reply to I,is letter. He leaves soon after nightfall 
and before midnight he has crossed Bla~he L:mde....: 
Ainz que venist la mie nuit, 
La Blanche Lande aut traversee. 49 
Mark, we know, is at the ~Iais at Lancien. This would mean hard going by 
night, but not impossible if Ogrin's hermitage was not far from the upper Par 
River Volley which we have suggested may have been Beroul's Gue Aventuros. 
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This would indicate that B~roul was thinking of Blanche Lande os being the 
sparsely populoted uplands north-west of the head of t;:;-River Por . 
This was, in foct, Tristran's second ride to Lancien by night. On the 
earlier occasion, which does not mention Blanche Lande, he was to take his 
letter from the herm itoge to the king. 
.Anuit, opr~s solei couchier, 
Quant Ii tens prist a espeisier 
Tristran s'en torne avoc son mestre 
Bien sot tot Ie peis et I'estre 
A lancien, a 10 cite. 50 
Hovina delivered the letter to Mark, they return: 
Tristron s'en vet, plus n'i remoint ... 
Tant ant err~ par Ie boscha9~ 51 
Q'au jar vindrent al'ermitage: 
If the distance between the hermitage and Lancien was such that a return 
journey by horse could be accomplished between dusk and down on a summer 
night (it was not long after the feast of St. John, 24 June, when the power of 
the love-potion ended), it could not be many miles . Such a double ride 
would have been hard going, but it would have been incredible if Blanche 
Lande hod been the manor of Goodern, west of Truro . 
The relationship between Laneien and the Forest of Morrois tends to 
be vague except for the incident when the forester finds the lovers sleeping in 
the forest. Then it is explicit, 
D'iluee endroit ou it dormoient 
Qui, deus bones liues estoient 
La ou Ii rois tenet so cart. 52 
Two 'good leagues' would be a little over six miles, i.e., not for beyond the 
Par River. The manor of Moresk, in St. Clements, is near Truro, which is 
much farther to the west. It was, however, a rather indefinite term for in 
medieval times the great forest covered on area of 12,800 English acres. 53 
Probably its wooded outskirts extended still farther and Beroul probably had 
little exact information except that it was a vast area within which fugitives 
cO'Jld be hidden successfully, stretching across southern Cornwall south of the 
central uplands. 
To ~eturn to Blanche Lande, it should be noted that it is the area of 
open, uncultivated gro!Jnd where the Cornish were to meet Kin,3 Arthur's 
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knights to witness the trial of Iseut. In this acco~nt it is quite definitely 
associated with the Gu~ Aventuros where Tristran and Govemal hid to disguise 
themselves before taking part in the jousts that were held in the afternoo:1 be-
fore the trial. We are told that the testing ground was approached by a green 
meadow between two volleys: 
Par un vert pre, entre deus vaus 
Sordent sus en 10 Blanche Lande. 54 
The trock to the meeting point for the trial evidently passed through the M,,\ 
Pas and thus the Gu& Aventuros and Blanche Lande were in the same or;O-
which could be identified ..... ith the Par River Valley and the high ground to 
the west beyond Luxulyan. The coverts of the Gue would provide the screen 
into which, after the joust, Tristron :md Gover~disappeared with such 
suddenness that ..4rthur's knights exclaimed that they were apparitions . It is 
worth noting that, contrary to his practice in most of the poem, these three 
places are given romantic French names with no pretence of identifying them 
with real Cornish geoaraphy. Yet, if we take Beroul at his word, the epi-
sodes achieve a surprising coherence .:lnd the whole Tristran and Iseut drama 
in Cornwall is played out on a background that would be familiar to anyo"le 
who knew Lantyan - the one undisputed key-point in the poem. This leaves 
us with Perin is' excursion into South Wales, and with the castles of Tintagel 
and 'Dinan' on which a few remarks may be noted. 
In spite of his apparent familiarity with Cornwall, Beroul gives few 
descriptions of identifiable places. He refers to .Tintagel as Mark's tor but 
wastes no words on it. He states that Ogrin the hermit rode to 'the MO'Jnt' 
(St. Michael's Mount), but only in cannection with his purchases of dress 
materials and ·:J horse foc Iseut with no ment ion of the abbey on the summit 
that was a place of pilgrimage . There is Q passina reference to St. Lubin, 
a place where it is said that Mark is to visit. lYuret suggests that it might be 
a garbled reference to St. Leobinus, a bishop of Chartres, but it has been 
more plausibly suagested that it is a copyist's error when transcribing aCornish 
nome such as an early form of Luxulyan. The de Cordin:m family had close 
connections with that area. 
Perhaps out of the scanty number of place-names in that portion of 
the poem which has survived, one of the most intrigui~ is Din:Jn, the castle 
of Dinas, seneschal to King Mark. It h::.s been recoanised that Beroul had 
second thouahts abo'Jt the name. In Eilhart von Oberge's version, the sene-
schal was named Tinas of Lidan, but in all but two minor instances Btl-roul 
has called him Dinos of Dinan. It seems very probable that the change was 
made after Berou I had compo<>ed most of the poem - the ch9nge does nat affect 
the metre of the verse - and it must have been made deliberately to meet a 
special situation. 
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The seneschal stands out as one of the most estimable of the charac-
ters in the story. He is cQurteo'Js, wise l kindly to the lovers, and 8~ro~1 
takes pains to show him as the ideal administrator of his fief. This praise 
ret' the seneschal would :Jlmost inevitably remind a local audience that Ro.l:>ert 
d~ Cardin:m, now lord of Restormel Castle, was the descend:mt of T urold, 
the dapife!. or seneschal of the great earl of the doys of the Norman CO!'lquest, 
and it was this seneschal who hod virtually ruled Cornwall in his master's 
absence. One has to remember that most, if not all, in the audience would 
be Norman by birth - the true Cornish were still a submerged element in the 
society of the twelfth century; one glimpses Norman contempt fo~ them in 
B~roul's references to 'the Cornishmen'. Dinan was an obvious contraction 
for Cardin'Jn, the castle from which Robert and his family took their tit lei 
the character of Mork's seneschal would be a subtle compliment to his host 
if Beroul wos indeed a member of the company ot Rest()(mel. 
The ruins of Cordinan Castle lie on a hilltoj) near the no~th-eastern 
borders of the Cardinan estates, facing the great central moors. The site is 
eminently defensive and an early British fortification may have been there 
before the present motte-and~bailey type castle. The nome appears to be 
Co"nish meaning fortress and Caer may have been prefixed at a loter d~te -
with the some implicatio!l of a defensive point - when the meaning of the 
original nome become obscure. The same duplication is to be found in 
Castle-an-Dinas. One cannot be certain of the date of the existing ruins 
which still require careful excavation but the castle was probably built by 
either Richard or William in the early part of the twelfth centuryr W.M.M. 
Picken suggests thot it might h..:Jve been one of the 'adultrine ' or unauthorised 
castles erected during the anarchy of Stephen's reign but Cornwall's o:1ly 
direct involvement in those troubles seems to have been durin; the short 
period in 1140 when Reginold de Dunstanville .:Jttempted to ~eize the earldom. 
It seems more likely that it had been built rather earlier to protect the caput 
honoris of the Cardin:m HO"lour abowt a mile to the north, now known !JS the 
;mag; of Trezance. Cardinan is not recorded in the Domesd'lY Survey but 
Thersent is noted as the head of the manors granted to ~ichard fitz Turold. 
That place, near Cardin:m church, was identified as modern Trezance by 
Charles Henderson. 55 
The castle was probably still the headquarters of the family in 
William fitz Richard ' s time and may have been the one castle left to ReginJld 
d-a Dunstanville, then William's son-in-low, in the time of his rebellion 
against King Step..~en during his defe;]t by Count Alan. 56 The castle may 
well have been d'Jm:Jged during the hostilities and that may have encouraged 
··he d~ Cordinans, when they were re-establ ished, to embark O"l the enterprise 
of building Restormel. 
In on earlier essay O"l the medieval history of Tintogel, I hazarded the 
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opinion that a castle on the 'island' of Tintagel had been built by Reginald de 
Dunstonville .;roo;.Jt 1150. 57 Archaeological excavations there have disclosed 
no evidence of twelfth-century buildings except a small portion of worked 
stone in the chapel wall. Further study of Reginold's life also shows that he 
was so involved in the struggle between Matilda and Stephen, and later so 
occupied about the king's business when Henry II succeeded to the throne, 
that it would be most unlikely that he would have had either time or resources 
to undertake such a structure on a remote Cornish headland ..... hich had no im-
mediate strategic importance. Yet the Norman poet Beroul knew it, at least 
by name, as one of King tv'Prk's personal possessions. 
Although the love story of T ristran and Iseut was a theme known much 
earlier than the twelfth century, it is difficult to be certain how early N\ark 
was associated with Tintagel by that name or by some earlier designation given 
to the headland. The name Tintagel appeared first in Geoffrey of Monmouth 
who used the locolity for his story of the seduction of Igerne, wife of Gorlois, 
lord of Tintcgel. In this version, Mark is not mentionedi the subsequent 
birth of Arthur has no apparent link with the Tristran legend, yet, if as frag-
ments of folklore suggest, there was a much earlier Cornish version of theMuk 
and Tristran association, Tintagel, now known to have been a centre of Dark-
Age occupation, may have been associated with N\ork under a Cornish name 
now lost to us. 58 
Because the opening sections of B~roul's poem are missing, we da not 
hove his account of Tristran's life as a young man training as a squire at Mark's 
court before his encounter with the Morholt, yet it is this portion of the story 
which, in Continental versions of the story known to us, is traditionally located 
at Tintagel even when the writer may be extremely hazy as to the position of 
Cornwall itself. 
Once B€!roul hod seen, or heard abO'Jt, the actual geographical con-
ditions at Tintagel, he must have found himself in a dilemma. He must have 
real ised that the Continental versions of the legend which represented Tintagel 
as surrounded by fertile woodlands and included a garden with a pool beneath 
a tree large enough to hide Mark could not be locoted on the Cornish headland 
with any hope of credibility for a local audience. As we know he solved the 
problem by adoptina lantyan as King Mark's palace but because Tintpgel's 
nome was woven into the already existing legend, he introduced it as Mark's 
tor or tower. 
If Beroul was dependent on contemporary gossip, he would know that 
the manor of Tintagel, together with the neighbouring Bossiney, had been 
granted to the de Hornicote family by Henry fitz Count, bastard son of Reginald 
de Dunstanville who had died in 1175. Since there was no legitimate mole 
heir to succeed, the earldom escheated to the Crown, and Henry seems to hove 
exercised some of his father's rights. Just when the de Hornicotes obtained 
the land is not clear, but the property remained in the family for three 
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generations and by Bero'JI's time Robert, son of Gervase, had changed his 
name to de Tintoiol. Eventually the monor wos transferred to Richard of 
Cornwall in exchange for three other manors in 1233 and then Richard built 
a fine stone castle whose ruins still exist . It is clear that in B~roul 's time 
there was no castle on the headland. The de Hornicotes must have hod some 
occo:nmodotion and they may hove built some simple tower-keep . Beroul 
refers to some such structure as the tor, the home of 0 minor baronial family. 
Befoul's references to the tower ore singularly stark and contrast 
with his descriptions of Landen which is plainly residential and not a fort-
ress.59 kcording to his version, Mark goes to the tor in the course of a 
hunting trip when the dissident barons goad him into «onfrontation with Iseut. 
He was unaccompanied and terrified Iseut by striding in with his sword drawn. 
There appear to I;,e no ~etainers and Iseut had no Brengain or waitin,;,-woman 
at hand so thot when she fainted it was N\ork himself who had to tend her. 
The impression is of a barely furnished strongpoint, untenanted except when 
needed as a refuge from attock. Since the opening of the poem is lost, we 
do not know how Beroul treated 'Tintcigel' in the early part of the story. It 
seems that Tintagel as he found it was a disappointment and he shows no in-
terest in the place itself or in the Tintagel villagers. He makes Fro:::in the 
dwarf an inhabitant of the locality, which is not in its favour, but he states 
that the dwarf could not impair the loyalty of the villagers to Tristran . He 
goes no further. 
B€!roul's use of Mhur is highly individual for he has no direct con-
nection with Cornwall. Beroul thinks of Arthur as an independent and 
illustrious monarch whose territory is ill-defined but seems to be centred on 
Wales and has vague connections with the north and east of England such as 
Carlisle and Durham. At the end of Iseut's trial they go their separate ways : 
Chascun s'en vient a son roiaumei 
Li rois .Artus vient a Durelme, 
Rois Marc remest en Cornoualle. 60 
There does not seem to be any formal relationship between the kings, though 
MJrk pays deference to Mhur in spite of the lotter's apparent youth. Iseut 
calls upon Arthur to oct as her representative at the trial with a confidence 
that suggests that she had already met him. Arthur's alacrity in responding 
to her call for help and his remark thot he had been hoping for a message from 
her also suggests that they were known to one another . It is possib~e that in 
that portion of the poem that is lost and which covered the voyage from Ireland, 
Beroul devised a visit to Wales en route to Cornwall. In the portion of the 
poem left to us, King Arthur appears in only two episodes, the visit to Wales 
by Perinis, Iseut's squire, to aoin kthur's help, and ..6rthur 's own appearance 
at the trial. 
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This seems a suitable place in which to comment on Beroul's use of 
the phrase 'vers Gales' to describe direction of the flight of the fugitives. To 
go by land from Cornwall to Wales in the twelfth century would have involved 
a long and difficult jO'Jrney, much of it over treacherous moorland, through 
Devon and Somerset, the thickets of the Forest of Dean, a crossing of the 
River Severn, and the further forests of Wentwood between the Severn and the 
Llsk. To the dweller in Cornwall in the twelfth century and for some centu-
ries later I the normal I ines of communication were north and sO:.Jth and the 
obvious way to Wales was by boot. Yet B~roul never makes any reference 
to a iourney by ship . 
It has been suggested that BerouPs knowledge of local geography 
was so hazy that he thought of the division between Cornwall and Wales as 
being I ittle more than a river, 61 but for anyone with his apparent knowledge 
of mid-Corn.,yall that particular mistake would be almost impossible. On the 
other hand, if B~roul had come from Normandy or Brittany direct to south-
west Enaland - and he shows no knowledge of south or eastern En31and - it 
would be quite possible not to realise the extent to which the Bristol Channel 
stretched east from mid-Cornwall. There were no reliable maps and it would 
be easy to think of the Bristol Channel as being in the nature of a areat bay 
rO'Jnd which it would be possible to ride from Cornwall into Wales with only 
a river to cross by ferry . 62 
There is no evidence that Bl!roul ever visited Wales himself. Such 
knowledge as he appears to possess of some towns in the south and of general 
characteristics of Welsh life, could have been g_leaned in conversations with 
the veterans of the group which had accompanied Earl Reginald from Cornwall 
during the five-earl expedition to Wales in 1160 when they had failed to :::Iis-
lodge Rhys ap Gruffydd from his la irs in the Cantref M'Jwr. 63 The expedition 
was unsuccessful and Beroul's King Arthur may be a reflection of the indomit-
able Lord Rhys . 
Perin is, the young squire who acts os lseut's attendant and messenger, 
only appears in the story (as for as we know) after lseut has been reconciled 
to M:nk. He is sent in haste to seek out King Arthur and to ask him to act as 
Iseut's representative when the three · dissident barons fo rce a confrontation. 
He only has fourteen doys in which to find the king and to :Jllow time for the 
king to reach Blanche Lande on the Cornish side of the Channel. This is one 
of the few times when Beroul strains credulity. 
Beroul stresses that Perin is rode at full speed without sparing his horse 
and that his first objective was Caerleon on Usk. There has been a suggestion 
that the Cornish Carlyon in Kea might hove been intended which would, of 
cO'Jrse, make better sense of the journey as described, but the rest of the epi-
sode suggests that King Arthur, who is eventually located at Isneldone, was in 
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his own territory. Co:erleon-on-Usk had been firmly ossodoted with kthur 
both in Geoffrey of Monmo'Jth - which Beroul does not seem to know well -
and in Woce's Brut and Marie de France's lonvel, which he might hove known 
better. 
Over the name of Isneldone there hos been much debate, SO"Tle com-
mentators equating it with Stirling'. This un likely interpretation arose from 
a fourteenth-century reference to a 'Round Table' at Stirling, 64 but it has now 
been accepted thot it was a reference to Snowdon, or rother Snowdonio, where 
Atthur, the fabled hero of Welsh Nationalism, was said to I:::le resting pending 
his return. 
Perinis reached Isneldone by lonely ways in which his only contact was 
with a shepherd piping to his flock. BerO'JI is not much concerned with the 
life of peasants but in the Cornish section of his story we do get a glimpse of 
King Mark waiting for Dinas by a field of stubble,65 and again a reference 
to the work of burning the brushwood in preparation for fresh cultivation. 66 
There is no :Illusion to flocks or herds'men. The contrast suggests some knaw-
ledae of octual conditions in Wales, for in the twelfth century, as Lloyd 
points out, 67 'the economic basis of (Welsh) society was still the posturing of 
flocks and herds. Agriculture held, in the purely We lsh districts, a quite 
subordinate position'. The loraeliness of the countryside olso suggests on area 
where the po;>ulation wos scarce and scattered, yet the shepherd's directions 
indicate that the kina was not for owoy. 
'Sire' fait ii, 'il sit au dois; 
J-:l verroiz 10 Table Reonde, 
qui tornoie comme Ie mond~; 
Sa mesnie sit environ.' 68 
The difference is striking if one compares this with the allusions to lancien 
palace. At Isneldone there is no mention of any defensive ditch such as guords 
Lancien, nor of hall or chamber or tower. Whether 'dois' is token to mean 
d'Jis or a stream, the overall picture suggested is that of a sunken place - the 
squire who guides Perin is goes d:.wn a stairway to the king's meeting-place -
a rocky amphitheatre, perhaps, with a raised platform for the king and his 
nob les and, in the centre, the Round Table rotating 'comme Ie monde'. At 
first glance this sounds like a surprising anachronism for in B~rou l's time the 
terrestrial globe was understood to be a fixed centre with the celestial spheres 
circling round it, but Frederick Whitehead iuggested that perhaps 'Ie monde' 
could be interpreted as the universe which, in the Ptolemaic system, certainly 
rotated. Whatever the exact meaning of Beroul's description, it does not 
seem to tally with any known conception of the ROIJnd Table. It seems likely 
that, in fact, Bero,; 1 had very little ideo of what the Round Table was, beyond 
on ideo that it was mysterious and a focus of Arthur's fellowship . 
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Apart from this detail, it is plain that B~roul d;)es not visU:llise 
.Arthur os enthroned in an imposing p:!lace or within fortress walls. He is not 
the Norm:lnized king of Geoffrey of N\onmouth or of Wace. He resembles 
for more one of the Welsh princes who led the revolts against the Normans in 
the twelfth century . P6 lloyd points out, mobility was one of the Welsh 
characteristics: 'They h:ld no ;toke in the soil - no buildings they feared to 
sacrifice, no crops they could not readily cbanda.,', they could cheerfully 
leave 'to the vengeance of the enemy the rudely Fashioned huts of lopped 
timber and wattles that sheltered them and theirs fcy a seaSO:1 or two .•. ' 69 
If we bear in mind the exploits of Rhys op Gruffydd who was contemporary 
with B~ro;JI, his conception of Arthur as 0 Welsh c hieftain seems plausible. 
Perinis has I ittle difficulty in persuading Arthur to come to Cornwall 
as Iseut's representative since she hod no one of her family who could do this . 
It seems obvious that Arthur hod already met Iseut and admired her and his 
companions were full of eagerness to chollenge the dissident borons. They 
named each of these and threatened dire punishment if the opportunity arose. 
Hoving offered hospitality to Perin is, .... thur himself escorted him on the begin-
ning of his return journey and promised to be at Blanche Lande in a week's 
time. Arthur goes back to his CO'Jrt to exhort his followers to see that their 
equipment is at its best : 
Vostre escu neuf, riche vo'> dras 
Bo~orderons devant 10 be Ie. 70 
Certainly there was no lack of mobil ity ot Arthur's court and the 
whole company duly appeared at the place of the trial. There the joust 
before the trial did not go wholly in their favour, for they were opposed by 
Tristran and Governal, heavily disguised, who had been hiding in the Gue 
Aventuros. They rode 'deus chevaus ric he de Castele', Le., Sponish horses 
which were prized for armed combot, and these were draped with cloths, 
block for Tristran :md white for Governal, while the some colo;Jrs swathed 
the riders, faces and all . Chargina fro:n ambush they wrought havoc on all 
that they met. A.,dret fell with a broken arm and Governal thrust his lance 
right through the breast of the forester who had discovered the lovers and be-
trayed them. Seeing that the jousfwas turning to carnage, Atthur and M:Jrk, 
who were supervising the proceedings, ordered that the straugers should be 
apprehended, but Tristran and Governal turned and disappeared so quickly 
in the thickets of the Gue, th:Jt Arthur's knights took them for" apP9l'itions. 
There is, in fact, a slight touch of cool amusement in Beroul's description of 
kthur's companior'ls. They hod been '>0 very boostful of what they would do 
when talking to Perin is, but ~fter some excited ch':ltter amongst themselves as 
to the possible identity of the strangers, when the combats turn serious, they 
are all only too glad to pick the excuse thot the veiled knights must be 
phantoms~ 
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The whole scene of the trial is lovingl y p:linted, full of movement 
and colour, with the bright p.:lVilions and the goy, rich clothes of men and 
women, the spo~adic deer-hunting and the music and, after dJrk, the 
Q.:casionol mutter of thunder during the hot night. As the crowds of sight-
seers increase, Bf!rO'J1 significantly remarks: 
La Blanche Lande fv vestue 71 
p:Jrticularly apt if he was thinking of the Blanche Lande as the 'Blank' or 
empty land. 
The action is displayed on a background of the grassy wplondst set 
between two wooded valleys and is prefaced by a vivid description of the 
characteristic upland ,::>re-dolwn mist and cold, rapidly dispersed by the he~t 
of the risina sun. Beroul hod dated the fad ing of the love-potion to :nid-
summer so this would be an early autumn d-JY. 
After d::rwn the cOO'lpany gathered before the display of rei ics laid 
out in front of the two kings who sot with Iseut between them. The relics 
were laid on a piece of rich silk fro:n Nicaea (0 key-town in the campaign of 
the Crusades), and the poet mentions that it is embroidered with :J design of 
beasts. He hod already described Iseut's clothes when she risked soiling 
them at the ford. He stressed her royal splendo'Jr, a dress of silk imported 
fro,"T\ B:Jghd-Jd, trimmed with white ermine, both bliaut and mantle being so 
long that they swept the ground. 72 Her hair wa;-b-;-~ided in plaits with linen 
bands and .J gold thre.Jd Jnd the plaits lay on her shoulders, while over her 
h:Jir she wore a veil secured by a golden circlet . (Bero'J l does not mention 
the veil at the scene at the ford but we find th:Jt during the jO'Jsts Iseut laughed 
behind her veil when GO'lern::d killed her enemy, the forester.) 
Rather surprisingly, Arthur opened the proceedings, altho:J9h he was 
the yO'Jnaer man. .Arthur, gay I young and impetuo'Js, W.JS sel f-assured enou3h 
not only to speak first but to ':ld.nonish M"Jrk. Beroul stresses the incident 
with h is remark: 
li rois Altus parla premier, 
OJi de p.Jrler fu "rinsautier. 73 
Mark did not reply and kthur turned ~o 'Narn Iseut of the serious nature of the 
oath that she must toke . Entirely composed Iseut invoked God and St. Hilary 
in the presence of the relics and swore her arnbiguo:Js Oo:Jth which wos immedi-
ately accepted at its face value by the sympathetic cro'Nd. 
It is interesting thot Bero:JI, who -NOS quick to appeal to his audience, 
makes no comment whatever on what was an outrageous blasphemy. My 
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moralisin3 that occurs is in remarks by Arthur, hardly on unbiased judge, who 
warned ony01'le who might now try to disc.edit Iseut that he, Arthur, was her 
champion and would ':Jvenge her. Mark meekly promised "'lot to listen to 
slander and the kings pJ'rted c.:>:-npany: 
li rois ktus vient 0 Durelme 
Rois Marc remest en Como'Jelie. 74 
The remainder of the poem as we now have it seems curiously flat os though 
B~rO!JI had lost interest. It co~cems Tristron's vengeance .::J90in . ,t the barons 
who continue to harass Iseut and spy on her meeting with Tristron. There are 
still flashes of his keen observatio., :IS when he describes Godoine taking cover 
in ,J thicket of jO:Jloiz groNing by the stream that passes the queen's chamber 
(the plant described is debated but wild iris - which is indigeno:Js to Cornwall -
might be a better translation than 'sword-grass' ). But there is also .J trace of 
CO:Jrse brutality in this part "of the poem which is distasteful. B~roul was a 
man of his time and the twelfth century was familiar with violence and brutality 
but here it obtrudes. The Tristran who stalked Denolean while he is pexe-
fully exercising his dogs in the wooded outskirts of Lancien, cold-blo~dedly 
executed him witho;;t wornin;. UncbJbtedly Godoine was a mortal enemy and 
Tristran's ven::;Jeance is in self-defence, but the cutting off of the 10n:3 tresses 
of hair and stuffing them into his trO;Jsers in order that they cou Id be displayed 
to (seut; is as distasteful as the earlier episode, when Governal hung the d~­
capitated head of his victim in the fork of a tree to frighten the awaking 
lovers. 
We do not know how B~ro!JI treoted the end of the story, whether it 
was brought to a violent clooie by the death of Trisrran ':Jt Wiark's h~nd:; or 
whether, in common with the Continental versions , Tristran ~od to fly into 
long and frustrating exile . If the recital was given on some joyous occasion, 
such :IS the wedding of the heir, the patron himself may hove decided thot 
'enough was enough' and that the long-drown-ooJt recital of mounting tragedy 
was unsuitable. We do 1""10· kno"N and it is useless to auess. Where so much 
has been lost we C-:ln o:"ily be grateful for this gl impse of the wo~k of a minstrel 
of intense individu:llity and for his zest of spirit which has survived the centu-
ries for our del ight • 
APPENDIX 
It is so customary to associate Norm:Jn kin:3s with castles that it is 
sometimes forgotten that they also had other types of dwellings and so miss the 
significance of the term 'p:.race' which B~roul applied to l(ino.J M.lrk's resi-
dence at Lancien . 
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A castle was built for purposes of war CY for protection in times of 
unrest . Twelfth-century NOim·:m c<lstles were still 'relatively simple bu ild-
ings consisting of a strong central structure called a keep O~ donio...!! :md de-
fended by a wall and/or a moat and strort:3 p:ll isades. A don jon was not 
necessarily a dungeon, tho'Jgh a dungeon or penal cell or pit might be incor-
porated in it. When Husdent the hound was tied up in the do~, it was 
probably in the basement Oi sub-structure under the h:lll, often used forstoroge. 
The fact th:lt it wos furnished with stools 75 shows that it was not a pen:;,1 cell 
which usually provided only the bare floor or a truss of strow for the prisoner. 
The space between the keep and the outer defences was known as 
the bailey and was used for a variety of military purposes such as stables, 
stores, a smithy and so forth. There were private apartments for the use of 
the king and his immediate entourage but space within the keep was restricted 
and the earlier castles were usually not large enough for private apartments to 
be constructed within the walls of the bailey. In this type of plan there would 
be little privacy and very little suitable accommodation for women and child-
ren. In times of peace both the king and his nobles sought altemative homes 
outside the castle walls. 
Beroul was a realist who could see that however grand might be 
'Tintagel' as Mark's principal and traditional castle, it would be unsuitable 
for the love-story of Tristran and Iseut. He therefore describes King Mark 
as living most of the time at Loncien in the Fowey valley which he calls a 
'palace' • 
This would have been in accordance with contemporary practice for 
all the Norman and Angevin kings hod, in addition to their royal castles, a 
number of unfortified dwellings which they visited in turn. Some were mere 
hunting lodges situated in or near the royal forests and consisted of little more 
than a hall and a chamber, a kitchen and other necessary offices, defended 
by a ditch and a palisade. Others might be larger, and like Beaumont near 
Oxford, sited only a short distance outside the walls of a city. (Beaumont 
was the birth-place of Prince Richard and Prince John, both to become kings 
of England. ) Similarly, tv'ork's palace was said ta lie on the outskirts of the 
'city' of Lancien, close enough for Tristran to be able to hear the watchmen 
in the town blowing their horns at night while he was approaching the window 
of the king's chamber . 
The essential difference between a castle and these domestic structu-
res was that the latter were planned as a series of separate units, standing de-
toched or very loosely connected with each other and added to as occasion 
arose with little attention to the layout as a whole. The basic elements of 
these houses were the hall, with its adjacent kitchen and domestic offices for 
the preparation and storage of food, and the chambers. 
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The hall, generally heated by a centrol hearth from which the smoke 
escaped through a louvre in the roof, was the centre of the life of the whole 
community. In it, at trestle tables, meals were taken, with the king and his 
highest-ronking courtiers accommodated on a raised dais ot one end. In it, 
with the trestles folded, the household lived and slept. 
The 'chamber' denoted the apartment or apartments set aside for the 
king's use. This could be little more than an annexecurtoined off the hall 
but in almost all the larger dwellings would be a separate unit or cluster of 
units and the term 'chamber' would be applied to the whole group. 
Thus, at Clarendon Palace near Salisbury, Wiltshire, one of Henry 
II's more important country . residences, there was a pillared hall, 83 ft by 
51 ft, 76 to the east of which was the King's Chamber with its own chapel and 
wardrobe. (Awardrobe wos a room in which not only the royal robes were 
kept but also other valuables, and in which the king's clerks could carry out 
their secretarial duties.) Further still to the east was a group of similar 
apartments for the queen, while still other buildings offered accommodation 
for distinguished guests. These scattered buildings were, towards the end of 
the twelfth century, linked with one another and "",ith the hall by covered 
possage-ways and the spaces in between the buildings were laid out as small 
gardens or gross plots. The whole complex-would be bounded by a wall or 
ditch (as at Lancien), and at Clarendon there was a gotehouse guarding the 
entrance to the main courtyard which lay before the hall. 
Bf!roul gives no precise description of Lancien palace but we can de-
duce a good deal from scattered references. The hall seems to have been 
built over a basement, where Husdent the hound was tied up, and we are told 
that the forester ran up the steps when he brought the news of the sleeping 
lovers. On the other hand, the king's and the queen's chambers seem to have 
been at ground level, for Tristron could reach the window-sill of the king's 
chamber when he brought the letter and the spy Godoine could touch the cur-
tain of Iseut's window with little difficulty while standing in the garden by 
the brook. 
There was some degree of luxury for when the lepers contrasted the 
life that Iseut would have with them in their squalid hovels, they refer to her 
former life en grans soliers de morbre bis which may be translated as 'in 
large rooms of grey marble'. (At Clarendon Henry 11 ordered Purbeck marble 
for the pillars of his hall.) When Tristran is re-admitted to the private apart-
ments, he and Brengaine enter 'the painted room' - painted wood panelling 
was just beginning to be fashionable for the private rooms. One wonders how 
Beroul managed to keep abreast of these new court fashions; there is no hint 
that he hod any contact with court circles but one suspects that, then as now, 
gossip about the king's expenditure on private luxuries percolated freely and 
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would be caught up by the minstrel fraternity who were aware of the attraction 
of such items to their provincial audiences. 
Before closing this subject of Norman domestic architecture, a few 
words should be written about the famous scene in the garden when the lovers 
were saved from betraying themselves by seeing the reflection of King Mark, 
hiding in the pine tree, mirrored in the pool. We ore led to assume that it 
was from this pool thot the stream flowed near or through Iseut's chamber and 
was used by Tristron to float the leaves or chips of wood by which he signalled 
that he was waiting in the gorden. A good deal has been said by critic.; con-
cerning the 'primitive' character of this portion of the story, and if thought of 
in connection with a walled castle, it would seem incredible, but B€!roul takes 
pains to point out that the garden scenes were set in the layo'Jt of a palace, 
not a castle.' 
Bya curious chance it has been discovered that King Henry II con-
structed a similar water-garden layout at Everswell in the grounds of Wood-
stock Palace in connection with the retreat which he built for himself and his 
favourite mistress, Rosamund de Clifford. The ruins vonished when Blenheim 
Park was laid out, but fortunately the pools linked by water-channels and Fed 
by a spring were sketched by Aubrey in the seventeenth century. Such a 
water-garden was unique in northern Europe at the time and some historians 
have suggested that there could have been a connection between 'Rosamund's 
Bo-Her', as it came to be known, and the romance of Tristran and Iseut, which 
was certainly known to Henry II. It is just fXlssible that the king found in-
spiration for his romantic retreot in the poem, but it is equally likely that he 
took the idea from the Ziza palace in Sicily where the king's apartments were 
cooled by a fountain which overflowed into water-channels and pools let into 
the marble floor. 77 The k1gevin kings were familiar with the Moorish archi-
tecture which was patronised by the Sicilian royalty. It is less likely that 
B€!roul had so much detailecl . informotio:1 abo'Jt the king's very private retreat 
at Wooclsto::k. 
E.M.R. DITMAS 
WALLINGFORD 
Because of Miss Ditmos' foiling eyesight and loss of her library, she has been 
unable to correct or proof-read this article. We gratefully acknowledge the 
help of Oliver Padel (to whom Miss Ditmas sent a copy of the article before 
printing for comment) in this respect but wish to make clear that he is in no 
way responsible for any erro:-s that may remain or views propounded. (Eds.) 
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